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Wearing Your Client’s Shoes 

- ‘You never really know a man until you stand in his shoes and walk around in them’ 
– Atticus Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird 

Adapted from an article written by Jonathan Flowers MBA MSc   
Published in OR Insight , the Journal of the Operational Research Society  

1. Why Should You Read This? 

People are difficult to deal with. If you disagree, stop reading. 

Clients are difficult to deal with – ask anybody. Consultants (i.e. management 
consultants, systems developers, operational research workers and marketing 
analysts, and …) are difficult to deal with – ask anybody else. 

Most consultants have never been clients, so can find it hard to empathise with them. 

This article will try help you understand what it is like to be a client. If you can do that, 
then a lot of the things you need to do to build effective relationships become fairly 
obvious. Now, words on a page will struggle to give you a real in-the-gut sensation of 
what it is really, really like, so I ask that you give these words an even chance by 
trying not to read this as a paper, or as an article, but as a story. Try to get into the 
head of the client’s character. If that doesn’t work, try to read this as a letter from a 
friend. 

I hope that experienced practitioners will forgive me if I aim this article firmly at those 
who are currently studying consultancy, or who are in the first few years of their 
careers. Experienced practitioners are also welcome to read this – I would be 
delighted to hear from them where I’ve gone wrong, or missed a trick myself. I 
haven’t stopped learning. Academics may also find something of relevance in here – 
whether for teaching, or for understanding the environment within which their 
practitioner colleagues exist. My experience is in the commercial sphere, but from 
conversations with senior civil servants and others it seems that the underlying 
characteristics of the day to day life of a senior manager transcend sector 
distinctions. However, I can only speak with confidence for the commercial sector, so 
I will keep my observations there and leave you to judge the relevance to your own 
context. 

This article starts off by describing what it is like to be a line manager. Realise that 
clients are not full-time clients, they are full-time marketing directors, or senior 
managers, or whatever. The client bit is entirely subsidiary to their main role, and that 
is why I will spend quite a bit of time talking about being a line manager first, then 
add the client bit as an overlay. Once we’ve strolled around in someone else’s 
slippers for a while I will suggest some specific actions that I wish I’d taken far more 
often in my own consulting career. You will be able to think of more general ideas, 
and think of more that are relevant in the context of specific client relationships. 

I worked as an consultant/management consultant for about ten years and as a line 
manager for five. Many of my mistakes are contained in this article, most of them 
clearly articulated, right there between the lines. 
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2. Being a Line Manager 

2.1 It’s Not What You’ve Been Told 

Implicit within the training that consultancy people and other management-advisory 
professions get is a view that the role of the general manager is to act rationally, and 
plan, direct and organise; allocating resources, evaluating options against a full set of 
criteria and controlling by orders clearly given and appropriately followed. This is a 
useful simplifying assumption for the people who teach the subject to make because 
it allows them to focus on the core skills of the profession - the analytical bit in the 
middle. 

Even if you’ve been in a job for a while and you’re working with practitioners, it 
doesn’t actually follow that anyone around you is explicitly challenging that 
assumption about rational managers.  

2.2 The Day to Day Existence of a Line Manager 

How many emails do you get, a day? When I was running a department within a 
business, I got between 100 and 200 emails a day. 

In 1992, Professor John Hunt (London Business School) wrote an account of the day 
of a manager based on observational studies. It is a little dated now, but read it first 
and then I’ll update it. 

A typical day for a manager might begin with arrival at the office at 8.30 am. Then 
there is an hour spent reading the mail and answering letters before people start to 
come to see the manager. Subordinates without appointments simply walk in, or the 
manager goes out to see them. From these interactions information is collected and 
decisions are made. Formal appointments occupy a considerable chunk of the 
morning. Between 10 o’clock and midday our manager interviews an applicant for a 
job, attends a committee meeting and answers several phone calls. While moving 
from one interaction to another, the manager contemplates whether or not it might be 
easier to run the section with another supervisor who could look after four clerks. 
This concession to planning and organisation, of necessity, occurs on the run or in 
moments of day-dreaming at a meeting. 

The afternoon is similarly filled with short interactions with superiors, peers, 
subordinates or customers; with formal and informal meetings; with telephone calls 
and reports; and with an occasional memo demanding more attention. At the end of 
the day the manager wonders "what did I achieve today?" and invariably feels that 
time has been dissipated and that they must get more done tomorrow. Unlike the 
design engineers who look over their elegant designs at the end of the day, the 
manager may have nothing to show for all this effort and all this interaction. And to 
top it off, the candidate interviewed and offered a job in the morning has rung to say 
she doesn’t want it. The interviewing process for an acceptable candidate will 
therefore have to resume tomorrow. 
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To bring this up to date, start at 7.45 in the morning, reduce the number of letters but 
add in a hundred or so emails; add a pager, mobile phone and Blackberry, and 
reflect on the fact that the manager may have neither an office door nor a secretary 
to prevent random intrusion. A clear hour to spend on sorting out the mail would be 
an impossible luxury for many, now. Add on the fact that reading any document 
longer than a couple of pages probably happens on the train home (or on the loo), 
and that strategic thinking probably happens in bed, in the dark, between 2 and 4 am. 
Now, I’m not saying that life is like that for all managers, but the chances are that for 
the kind of managers with the clout (and budget) to commission projects, this is going 
to be a pretty close description. 

John Kotter has written about the fact that managers spend a prodigious amount of 
time on, and give high priority to, favours for people in other parts of the organisation, 
even if the underlying reason for those activities is less important than urgent items 
on the manager’s own to-do list. Managers also spend a lot of time asking other 
people to do things for them, which aren’t on the requestee’s to do list either. This 
network of mutual relationships and goodwill is critical. 

Imagine living this life for a while. Your diary is booked solid between 8:30 and 5:30 
for the rest of the week, except for a one hour meeting on Thursday which has been 
cancelled but you’ve left it in your diary to give yourself some thinking time. All your 
‘real work’ (as you see it) has to be done outside these hours. The biggest file on 
your PC contains your diary and to-do list. Ten of the twenty-five unopened emails in 
your inbox have an urgent flag – and on seven of the ten you’re just being cc’ed in 
and it’s not urgent at all. The email that requires your attention in the next two 
minutes isn’t urgent flagged and doesn’t have a subject line. The foot soldiers who 
work for you wonder what you do all day, and why it’s so hard to get to see you. 
Think about it. And before you get too depressed let me assure you that it’s easily the 
most fun I’ve ever had that I got paid for. 

To summarise then, the life of a line manager is: 

• Highly fragmented  
• Extremely time pressured  
• Informed much more by informal personal interaction (face to face or email) 

than written material or formal presentations  
• Very bound up with a network of other people, and mutual goodwill.  

3. Being a Client: 

3.1 Deciding to Start a Project 

So, you’re considerably stressed, very busy, and perhaps in one of the early hours 
strategic thinking sessions it has occurred to you that one aspect of your complex life 
might get resolved or simplified by commissioning a project. 

Or it might be that your consultancy department or some external management 
consultant has managed to persuade you that you have a problem that you hadn’t 
thought of yet, and that they can solve it. 

Either way, you’re on the brink of becoming a client. 
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David Maister has written (superbly) about what it feels like to be a buyer of 
consultancy. This is what he says (mildly modified by me): 

1. I’m feeling insecure. I’m not sure how to tell which of the people who could do 
this is a genius, and which is just good. I’ve exhausted my abilities to make 
technical distinctions.  

2. I’m feeling threatened. This is my area of responsibility, and even though 
intellectually I know I need outside expertise, emotionally it’s not comfortable 
to put my affairs in the hands of others.  

3. I’m taking a personal risk. By putting my affairs in the hands of someone else, 
I risk losing control.  

4. I’m impatient. I didn’t call in someone at the first sign of symptoms (or 
opportunity). I’ve been thinking about this for a while.  

5. I’m worried. By the very act of suggesting improvements or changes, these 
people are going to be implying that I haven’t been doing it right up to now. 
Are these people going to be on my side?  

6. I’m exposed. Whoever I use to do this project I’m going to have to reveal 
some proprietary secrets, not all of which are flattering. I will have to undress.  

7. I’m feeling ignorant, and don’t like the feeling. I don’t know if I’ve got a simple 
problem or a complex one. I’m not sure I can trust them to be honest about 
that: it’s in their interest to convince me it’s complex.  

8. I’m sceptical. I’ve been burned before by these kinds of people. You get a lot 
of promises. How do I know which promises to buy?  

9. I’m concerned that they either can’t or won’t take the time to understand what 
makes my situation special. They’ll try to sell me what they’ve got rather than 
what I need.  

10. I’m suspicious. Will they be those typical professionals who are hard to get 
hold of, who are patronizing, who leave you out of the loop, who befuddle you 
with jargon, who don’t explain what they’re doing, or why? In short, will these 
people deal with me in the way I want to be dealt with?  

It’s amazing that anything gets commissioned at all, isn’t it? Now reflect on the fact 
that, certainly as far as consultancy studies are concerned, the client is going to be 
even further out of their technical depth than on many other sorts of project. Also 
reflect on the fact that consultancy practitioners have generally had very little training 
about, or exposure to, the kinds of issues on this list. 
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3.2 During the Project 

A client has a permanent set of project-related questions buzzing around in their 
head like bluebottles. They may, from time to time, ask some of them. They will think 
you’re wonderful if you answer them without being asked. 

Bluebottle Questions: 

1. How are they doing? Are they where they were supposed to be by now? This 
data gathering and specification bit seems to be going on forever. When am I 
going to get answers?  

2. What are they doing? I can’t see them. I haven’t heard from them for a while. I 
wonder what they’re up to. When people ask me how the work’s going I have 
to bluff and make something up; I feel exposed by that.  

3. Are they annoying my colleagues? They’re off getting data and interviewing 
my colleagues – every time they do that they’re cashing in some of my 
goodwill with that person: that person’s essentially surrendering some time to 
my priorities and needs. I wonder how much I have to pay back?  

4. Have they discovered anything yet? Perhaps they’ve found out something I 
need to know about. Maybe if I knew what they’d found then I might decide I 
didn’t need the work doing any more. Can I trust them to tell me?  

5. Are they doing it right? Some of those spreadsheets look horribly 
complicated. I wonder if they’re getting anyone to check what they’ve done – I 
can’t check it. Would they tell me afterwards if they found they’d made a silly 
mistake?  

6. Am I going to be able to use what they come up with? I don’t know what is 
likely to come out of this work, and I have to make some budget decisions 
very soon. Do I need to allocate budget for implementing the outcome?  

7. Am I going to be able to understand and explain what they come up with? I’m 
going to look pretty silly if I want to take action based on something I don’t 
understand. And since I’m going to need to work with other people to make 
this happen, I’m going to have to explain it to them – and persuade them it’s 
worthwhile taking the time to listen to the explanation.  

8. Are they on the right track? Are they going to come back and I discover 
they’ve answered the wrong question. They must be making lots of 
assumptions to make progress, I wonder if I’d agree with what they’re 
assuming?  

9. Did they understand me? At the last meeting I made a number of points, but 
it’s not clear to me that they fully appreciated what I was saying. I’m worried 
that I’ll have to make the same points again next time.  

10. Are they telling other people things that they’re not telling me? Perhaps 
they’re giving my colleagues some insights into where the analysis has got 
that they haven’t given me yet, simply because they’ve seen them more 
recently. I hope they’re not saying anything I may come to regret.  

In answering these questions, you don’t have to be overt and explicitly tick them off. 
But be aware that when you do see the client these questions are swarming around. 
To get the client’s attention for what you want out of the meeting you need their full 
attention. And you’ll only get that if you’ve swatted all the bluebottles first, or 
promised very clearly up front that they’ll all be dead by the end. 
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3.3 After the Project 

After the project, the client turns back into a full-time line manager. But, as we know, 
the life of a line manager is a turbulent and complex one, and that realisation has 
quite an impact on how we need to do the project before it finishes. However, before 
we get into that, I need to turn the spotlight on you, for a moment. 

Why do you do your job? Why do you want to do consultancy? Is it to apply your 
particular skills to real problems? Do you find the real world a fascinating place in 
which to apply scientific reason and rational analysis? Is it because there’s a lot of 
variety from one project to the next? Yes, I thought so. Any other reasons? 

Well, one reason why you might want to do it (and one I strongly recommend you 
emphasise at job interviews) is to make things happen. Be honest, though – is it 
really about making things happen or is it about solving problems? How would you 
feel if you couldn’t start a new project until this one was completely finished and all 
recommendations implemented? Things get a lot less interesting once you’ve 
cracked the problem and figured out what needs to happen. Just between us, can 
you recognise just a little bit of that in yourself? 

Deep down in their subconscious clients also want you out of there as fast as 
possible. Okay, they think, I’ve got my answers; the rest of this is my job. I can’t get 
these people to do my job; I’d look weak. Anyway, I can do it much better than they 
can. Plus, they’re really expensive. 

Thus is forged an implicit conspiracy of interests to finish projects too soon, before 
crucial implementation planning has taken place. 

There’s a really important thing you need to learn, quickly: 

You have more experience of projects than your client does. 

Of course, that’s unlikely to be literally true, especially early on, but very rapidly you 
will have more insights into effective consultancy projects than your client does – I 
might even immodestly argue that acting on this article would give you a head start 
on many. Your client has probably never been trained to be a client. So, you need to 
help them, and the whole area of planning from the beginning to make things happen 
afterwards is the most important area for help. 

The time to start thinking about the end of the project is before the beginning. Here 
are some questions that you need to know the answers to before the project starts. 
The client may not yet have realised that they need answers to these questions, but if 
you ask them they’ll realise that they’re relevant – even if some of them make them 
feel uncomfortable. 

• Does the client have the will to make something happen? (I suggest you 
deduce this rather than asking directly – especially if you’ve just met!). It’s 
easy for people to fall back on a pretext of gathering more information, or 
commissioning a study, before making a decision. One of my favourite 
questions is "what’s stopping action from taking place now?"  

• Does the client have the resources to make something happen? Many 
organisations have an annual cycle of budgeting and planning. Usually it is 
very difficult for things that come along part way through the year to get 
additional resources. This means that the client is going to have to stop doing 
something else in order to implement your recommendations. That is your 
problem, too. It’s not something you’ve been asked to look at (probably), the 
client may not think it’s anything to do with you. But if you want to make 
something happen, you have to face up to it. Often, for example, a serious 
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bottleneck is the IT development queue. If your recommendation requires a 
systems change, then that change is going to have to win its way near to the 
top of a list that contains mandatory work (Y2K was a bitch, Euro could be 
worse), changes required to keep up with new operating systems, and 
changes required by new legislation. All of these things have to be on the list 
before new business systems get added, and now you want to add something 
else? You must understand the decision making process that will take place 
after your recommendations are formed, that will affect their implementation. 
Clients who care about making change happen will engage with you on this.  

• Is the change going to be measured? Most organisations have some sort of 
annual plan for their performance indicators, and usually there are some key 
milestones for each part of the organisation to achieve. Are the changes you 
need to make going to be reflected in that, or are they forever going to be 
swirling around in the black economy of favours and C-list priorities? If you 
can get involved in actually writing the changes into the plan for the next year 
(or next month) then that vastly increases the likelihood of things happening.  

Many consultants (including some of the most arrogant) assume that if they get 
sponsorship from high enough up an organisation, then they don’t have to worry 
about this kind of nitty-gritty stuff, because the weight of authority will be sufficient. It 
isn’t. It isn’t. It isn’t. Not even a little bit. Even if your CEO client swears blind that 
she’s going to do nothing for the next year except badger people to implement your 
recommendations, she will inevitably get sucked into prioritising some aspects of 
your recommendations against genuinely important other initiatives, so the whole 
thing will get watered down and all will gradually lose interest. CEOs can’t 
"command" – they need to win the hearts and minds even of their direct reports since 
most effective change requires enthusiastic involvement rather than grudging 
compliance. But you’ll have your fee and be long gone by then, so that doesn’t 
matter. Does it? 

Okay, I Understand, but What do I DO? 

Start by reciting the following mantra fifty times. 

The Client is Always Rational. 

There’s a nice little psychological theory called ‘Attribution Theory’, which is a bad 
name for a good idea. It works like this: when you have to make a decision or do 
something then you are very conscious of the constraints under which you’re making 
that decision. "I’d like to go to the concert with my mates, but actually I’m a bit short 
of cash at the moment, and anyway I’m exhausted from dealing with my client". 

However, when you judge other people you do so based on their actions and 
implicitly assume that they are completely unencumbered by constraint. "John’s 
being a bit standoffish isn’t he, won’t even come to the concert". If the client 
disagrees with our ‘flawless’ logical analysis, or isn’t implementing our 
recommendations, they must be stupid. Time to cut our losses and head for the next 
project. 

You have to deduce, from your client’s actions, and, ideally some questions within a 
trusting relationship, what is the underlying worldview in which their actions are 
rational. What do you have to believe to believe they’re being sensible. Many people 
won’t let you in to their worldview until you’ve demonstrated that you understand 
where they might be coming from and that that’s alright. "I can see that you’re 
troubled about the impact of this on your people, it would trouble me, too", or "to get 
this agreed will be very difficult in the current climate, especially if Patrick decides 
he’s against it. I wonder how I might be able to help to get him on board. How do you 
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think we might approach it?". Other issues you may never get to the bottom of, 
personal rivalries, deep psychological motivations, or whatever – but the actions are 
always rational, even if they don’t maximise shareholder value or whatever it is your 
organisation says it’s doing these days. 

If you can accept the truth of my mantra, and have empathised fully with the 
existence of a line manager and client, then my work here is done. You will know 
what to do next. 

However, if you’re not quite there yet, or to start you off, here are my top ten tips for 
client management: 

1. The client is always rational. Work to understand the worldview in which their 
actions make perfect sense.  

2. Decide if you’re really interested in making change happen. If you are, then 
begin the implementation before the project has started.  

3. Understand why it’s scary to use a consultant and sincerely reassure clients, 
acting on what you say.  

4. Swat the bluebottles at the start of each meeting.  

5. Communicate with your client AT LEAST once a week. Don’t waste his time 
with a meeting for the hell of it, but do write, for example, a short weekly email 
covering the bluebottle concerns. Your client’s anxiety will grow over time like 
the static build up on a thundercloud. It’s a lot safer to earth it regularly than to 
wait for the lightning bolt. If your client had 15 seconds in a lift with the Chief 
Executive, what would he say about your project?  

6. When it’s time to communicate formally, bear in mind your client’s day. If it’s a 
page she’ll read it that day, if it’s more than three it will take a trip home in her 
briefcase for the weekend, and probably come back unread. Tell her the 
answer first, then explain why – it’s so much easier to read efficiently than a 
sequence of logical steps culminating in a conclusion. Never waste your 
client’s time.  

7. Be mindful that you’re using up your client’s stock of goodwill with people. 
Make sure you get a good return on it, for them. Never waste their time, 
either.  

8. Be honest. If you say you’ll do something, do it, and if it’s not obvious then tell 
the client you’ve done it. If new data comes along at the last minute that just 
might change things, tell the client rather than crossing your fingers. If you 
find out you made a mistake, tell them.  

9. Protect your reputation. If the client isn’t prepared to engage in the discussion 
about making things happen at the end of the work, walk away and do a 
successful project somewhere else. Do you want a reputation as someone 
who’s effective or as someone who will do anything for money (there’s a 
name for people like that).  

10. Be genuinely enthusiastic about the work, and care about the outcome. And 
show it.  


